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To locally access electrochemical active surfaces and interfaces in operando at the sub-micron scale at high temperatures in a reactive gas atmosphere is of great importance to understand the basic mechanisms in new functional materials, for instance, for energy technologies, such as solid oxide fuel cells and electrolyzer cells. Here, we report on advanced improvements of our original controlled atmosphere high temperature scanning probe microscope, CAHT-SPM. The new microscope can employ a broad range of the scanning probe techniques including tapping mode, scanning tunneling microscopy, scanning tunneling spectroscopy, conductive atomic force microscopy, and Kelvin probe force microscopy. The temperature of the sample can be as high as 850°C. Both reducing and oxidizing gases such as oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen can be added in the sample chamber and the oxygen partial pressure (pO2) is monitored by an oxygen sensor. We present here some examples of its capabilities demonstrated by high temperature topography with simultaneously ac electrical conductance measurements during atmosphere changes, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy at various temperatures, and measurements of the surface potential. The improved CAHT-SPM, therefore, holds a great potential for local sub-micron analysis of high-temperature and gas induced changes of a wide range of materials. ©2013 AIP Publishing LLC.

I. INTRODUCTION

New materials for conversion and storage of energy in a sustainable manner will be the focus of future energy technology. For instance, the performance of high temperature fuel and electrolyzer cells depends on the functionality of surfaces and interfaces. Analysis of these during operation when the processes are active is crucial to understand and design the cells. Performance characterization of solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) is usually carried out by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy where full cells, symmetrical cells, or model electrodes are investigated at relevant operating conditions. It is, thus, an in operando technique where the bulk electrode is characterized. In operando is defined as measurements at conditions corresponding to the operating conditions (temperature, atmosphere, and electrochemical environment), whereas in situ measurements can be defined as measurements where one or more of the parameters, temperature, atmosphere, and electrochemical environment, has the value(s) experienced under real operation.

SOFC electrodes are porous structures often consisting of more than one material phase with particle sizes in the micron and sub-micron range. The impedance spectroscopy results measured on bulk samples are an average performance of all these particles. Electrochemical and chemical reactions take place on surfaces and interfaces and a good performance is dependent on the nature of the specific locations such as the three phase boundary (TPB) and its immediate surroundings including available reaction sites. For evaluation of these conditions the bulk performance is of limited use. As the cell components are continuously being improved, it becomes necessary to look more into details on how the materials are working while in operation in order to understand mechanisms on a micro- and nanometer scale. To access information on this scale the very local measurements are necessary. In the published literature there is an increasing but still a limited number of papers dealing with in situ or in operando measurements on solid oxide electrochemical cell materials.

The majority of observations on development of microstructures for SOFCs are performed post mortem and after thorough preparation of the sample. As both the cool-down from operation temperature combined with the sample preparation are likely to influence the microstructure, including chemical composition, it is questionable if these type of studies give the full picture of the processes taking place during operation. However, all results are valuable and a combination of in situ and ex situ techniques is often necessary for a complete characterization.

SOFCs work at temperatures between 600°C and 850°C and require both reducing and oxidizing atmospheres. Local in situ measurements are, thus, quite demanding for the equipment, both due to stability of construction materials but also with respect to thermal drift. Local performance measurements require physical access to the part of the cell to be investigated. This often requires a model sample where preparation techniques and materials may be different from those of a real SOFC. Local impedance measurements have been performed on micro-electrodes of SOFC cathode materials by use of a microprobe station where micro-electrodes in the range 20–500 μm have been contacted individually under various relevant conditions of temperature, atmosphere, and polarisation.
The improved controlled atmosphere high temperature scanning probe microscope, CAHT2 (DME Danish Micro Engineering, Herlev, Denmark), is a novel microscope, which was developed based on experience with the prototype CAHT1 and further incorporated more scanning modes than contact mode. CAHT2 was designed for in situ electrical and electrochemical measurements and microstructural characterizations at temperatures up to 850 °C in a controlled atmosphere. CAHT2 is able to work in oxidizing and reducing atmospheres which are not corrosive or requires special safety precautions.

As compared to CAHT1, the following extra modes are implemented in CAHT2: scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS), tapping mode, conductive AFM (C-AFM), and Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM).

High temperature SPMs described in the literature are typically STMs working in UHV and they can be operated at temperatures up to 850 °C. An ambient to high pressure STM working at temperatures up to 377 °C has been reported. References to tapping mode SPMs for use in ambient atmosphere are quite limited for temperatures above 200 °C below which they are used for imaging organic materials, e.g., Ref. 23. One exception is an AFM described by Broekmaat et al. where 500 °C is mentioned as the maximum temperature for image acquisition of sample sizes of 2 × 2 mm² but to the best of our knowledge no images have yet been published.

II. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

As shown in Figure 1, CAHT2 is basically constructed as a normal AFM with a photo-detector, a feedback system, and a sample scanner. For the purpose of being able to obtain a controlled atmosphere around the sample and to protect the scanner and electronics the microscope is divided into three chambers: an upper chamber which contains the laser and the detector system, a sample chamber, and a lower chamber where the scanner is located. During mounting of the sample on the furnace and normally during insertion of the SPM holder with the probe, the microscope is opened as seen in Figure 2. The furnace module is located on top of the scanner. The scanner thus moves the entire furnace module (Figure 3) in the X-Y plane as well as in the Z-direction. The maximum scanning area in the X-Y plane is 65 μm × 65 μm and the range in the Z-direction is 8 μm. A thin flexible membrane is enabling the movement of the entire scanner-furnace while at the same time partly separating the sample chamber from the lower chamber. Cooling water in very flexible silicone tubes cools the scanner without significantly disturbing the piezo-movements. Further, the furnace is mounted on a Macor disc (Figure 3), which also serves as a thermal insulator between the furnace and the scanner.

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the CAHT2 microscope showing the three chambers and the location of the furnace.

FIG. 2. The open CAHT2. The probe is located on the probe holder. The furnace with the sample on top is located in the sample chamber. When the microscope is closed, the probe is lowered to the sample.

The entire bottom of the sample chamber including the sample-scanner arrangement can be moved vertically and laterally a few millimeters by screws to accommodate samples of different heights and to investigate different areas of a sample.

The furnace (Model 101275 from HeatWave Labs Inc., USA) consists of platinum and alumina. A platinum foil heat shield is surrounding it. A K-type thermocouple is placed just below the heater to control the temperature. The furnace temperature is controlled via a Eurotherm controller with a precision of 2 °C. Typical sample size is in the range 5–10 mm in diameter. The sample is mounted on top of the furnace and is kept in place on the furnace with three spring loaded alumina pins. Platinum wires for electrical contact to the sample are also fixed with these pins. Six electrical connectors are located at the rim of the chamber. They are further connected to BNC connectors on the outside of the microscope for connection of various types of equipment such as a potentiostat.

Temperature calibration is carried out by using samples with similar geometry with an S-type thermocouple integrated into the sample surface, either with a wire connected or by using a Pt SPM-probe directly as the other half of the thermocouple. It is also possible to attach a thermocouple directly to the sample to be investigated. However, this introduces a cold leak on the sample surface and may cause interference during the sample to be investigated. However, this introduces a cold leak on the sample surface and may cause interference during electrical measurements, so normally this is avoided. Also, there is a thermal gradient across the sample. The temperature at the edge, where it is possible to attach a thermocouple, is lower than in the center of the sample.

For safety reasons, the furnace temperature is limited to 1000 °C, which gives a sample temperature of 850 °C. Additional safety is employed to avoid overheating of the sensitive parts by accident. The maximum heating rate is 20 °C/min. When performing experiments at elevated temperatures, it is necessary to cool the piezo-scanner, some parts of the electronics, and the SPM holder. This is achieved by flowing water in very thin and flexible plastic tubes from a central reservoir. Since these tubes are not diffusion tight for water, an accumulation of water vapor occurs in the scanner chamber. The scanner requires a humidity below 60% and, therefore, the lower chamber must be constantly purged with dry gas at a flow rate of a few liters per hour in order to keep the relative humidity low enough.

Due to the moving parts, i.e., the sample-scanner module and the bottom of the sample chamber, minor gas passage between the sample and the lower chamber is unavoidable. In order to keep a controlled atmosphere in the sample chamber there are separate gas inlets and outlets for the lower chamber and the sample chamber, respectively. Thus, a humidified gas can be lead to the sample chamber while the same dry gas can be provided to the lower chamber. Regulation of the flows can optimize the conditions in the sample chamber. The typical flow rate to the sample chamber is between 0 and 15 l/h.

The flow rates of oxygen and nitrogen are controlled by mass flow controllers and can be varied over the entire pO2. The gas outlet is permanently connected to a custom-made potentiometric pO2-monitor based on zirconia24, 25 to continuously measure the pO2, thus allowing for control during experiments in varying atmospheres such as O2–N2 mixtures. All gases led to the sample chamber can be humidified with 0.8%–8% H2O by bubbling it through a water bottle. The reason is to have a gas with a certain water content around the sample. For some materials, e.g., solid oxide fuel cell materials, this is their natural working environment. A Pt100 thermometer measures constantly the water temperature in order to be able to determine the exact amount of humidification and the temperature of the water can at present be controlled between 10 °C and 40 °C. When using dry N2, it is possible to reach a pO2 of 1 × 10−4 bars. Data such as furnace, water, piezo and sample temperature, pO2, gas flows, and humidity are continuously logged in order to ensure documentation of operation conditions.

Two CCD cameras are employed to monitor the sample and the cantilever. The cameras are particularly useful when adjusting the laser spot on the cantilever and when navigating to specific locations on the sample surface, e.g., microelectrodes. One of the two cameras is perpendicular to the sample surface and the other is located at an oblique angle (Figure 2).

At room temperature, the CAHT2 can employ normal silicon-based AFM probes. At elevated temperatures PtIr probes made in-house17 are used and they can be optimized regarding sharpness and resonance frequency for various applications of CAHT2. The probes are welded to a stainless steel probe holder (3.4 mm × 20 mm × 1 mm). The probe holder is the mounted ex situ on the SPM holder (Figure 2), which also carries the electrical connections to the probe. After mounting, the probe angle is adjusted in an alignment tool simulating the laser/detector positions in the microscope ensuring that the reflection is correct when the probe is inserted into the microscope. The SPM holder is inserted through a port in the upper part of the microscope (Figure 2). During operation, exchanging the probes can be done without opening the microscope. The probe position can be reproduced within a few microns after changing probes. This will naturally affect the atmosphere in the sample chamber unless it is air.

The SPM holders come with different functionalities, i.e., preamplifier for STM, with or without shaker for tapping mode measurements and with a thin capillary tube for sniffing gas, i.e., reaction products, near the sample surface.

An oscilloscope is permanently attached to the setup. The microscope is controlled by DME’s ScanTool software.

III. OPERATIONAL MODES

CAHT2 has been tested in the following modes:

1. Contact mode topography with or without simultaneous electrical ac conductance measurements;
2. Impedance mode;
3. Tapping mode topography;
4. STM and STS;
5. KPFM.

A. Contact mode topography and conductance

Similar to CAHT1,19 CAHT2 can acquire conductance images. While scanning in contact mode to ensure a good
FIG. 4. Surface images of a polished LSM-YSZ sample measured at 750°C, (a) conductance image, (b) topography image, (c) conductance image of the area marked in (a) with a higher magnification. In the conductance images, blue and yellow areas correspond to YSZ and LSM, respectively.

electrical contact, an ac electrical signal is applied through the probe and the resulting current is picked up from the sample by a Stanford SR830 lock-in amplifier. Figure 4 shows conductance and topography images of the surface of a polished lanthanum strontium manganite (LSM)/yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) sample measured at 750°C. LSM is an electronically conducting ceramic SOFC cathode material.26 As shown in Figures 4(a) and 4(c), the LSM grains (yellow) are much more conductive than the YSZ grains (blue).

Another example of the versatility is the in situ surface reduction of a NiO-YSZ composite by hydrogen. Ni-YSZ cermets are used for anode materials in SOFCs, and the reduction procedure is very determining for the performance of the anode.27–30 Figure 5(a) shows the conductance image of the unreduced NiO. At these conditions the conductivity of NiO is higher than that of the YSZ and it is, thus, possible to distinguish the NiO grains (yellow and green colors). While scanning the same area, hydrogen is introduced 4 μm into the image (Figure 5(b)). After this, changes occur to the sample surface, i.e., the reduction process is initiated. Firstly, the hydrogen causes an initial decrease in the surface conductance. Secondly, an increase in conductance occurs due to formation of metallic Ni.31 Due to the low temperature, the reduction does not finish during the time it takes to acquire one image (around 9 min). The y-axis is thus also a time axis. The time between hydrogen introduction and Ni formation is identical to the incubation period described in the literature.32,33 The reason for this incubation was found by our CAHT-SPM study to be initiated by the reduction of Ni3+ to achieve a Ni3+/Ni2+ ratio corresponding to the potential of Ni–NiO.31

B. Impedance mode

This mode allows performing electrochemical impedance spectroscopy34 in selected points by using a conductive probe as the working electrode (Figure 6). It may become necessary to apply a rather large force to obtain a sufficiently good contact. For this application, the tip does not have to be sharp since the force needed to obtain electrical contact is so large that the tip will deform during measurements. A Gamry femtostat potentiostat is connected to the probe and the sample, and impedance spectra can routinely be acquired. During the impedance measurement, a sine wave is applied to the sample through the conductive probe and the electrochemical impedance response is then measured. Figure 7(a) shows impedance spectra of differently sized LSM microelectrodes on a YSZ pellet measured at 850°C in pure oxygen. Based on the measured impedance spectra, the polarization resistance of the LSM microelectrodes was derived from equivalent circuit fitting of the measured impedance spectra. Figure 7(b) presents a double-logarithmic plot of the electrode polarization resistance versus the microelectrode diameter. A
slope of 0.94 was obtained from linear regression, indicating that the polarization resistance of the LSM microelectrodes scales with the inverse of the microelectrode diameter at 850 °C in pure oxygen.35

C. Tapping mode

Tapping mode is much less damaging for the probe (and for the sample as well) than contact mode and, therefore, enables a larger number of images to be acquired without probe degradation. The PtIr probes for high temperature tapping mode measurements must have a suitable resonance frequency, typically around 20 kHz. Figure 8 presents tapping mode and contact mode topography images of a thermally etched YSZ surface measured at room temperature and 850 °C. The previously polished YSZ surface shows the developed grain boundary grooves, which are clearly visible at both temperatures. In addition, 1 h continuous scanning at 850 °C in tapping mode seems not to affect the quality of the image. In comparison, the resolution of contact mode topography is much worse because of the degradation of the probe at high temperature. This demonstrates the advantage of ac

D. STM mode with STS

One of the SPM holders has a build-in current preamplifier, making it possible to use a conductive probe for STM probing in constant current mode with the tunnel current flowing between tip and surface of a conductive sample. In addition to scanning across the sample, STS can be conducted at a given location by sweeping voltage and measuring current. STS gives information on the electron density of states as a function of energy. Figure 9 shows STS spectra measured on polished LSM at 25 °C and at 600 °C in air. The general shape of the spectra resembles data reported in the literature, also acquired at elevated temperatures but at much

FIG. 6. Image of the sample with a probe located on a microelectrode with a diameter of 100 μm. The red areas are reflexes from the laser beam.

FIG. 7. (a) Impedance spectra of differently sized LSM microelectrodes on a YSZ substrate measured at 850 °C in pure oxygen. (b) Double-logarithmic plot of the LSM electrode polarization resistance, \( R_p \), versus the microelectrode diameter \( d \).

FIG. 8. Topography images on the polished surface of a sintered YSZ pellet. Tapping mode at (a) room temperature, (b) 850 °C, (c) 850 °C after 1 h of scanning, (d) shows for comparison contact mode at 850 °C.
lower pO$_2$ confirming the operation capability of the STS mode at high temperature and in an active atmosphere.

E. Kelvin probe force mode

CAHT2 is able to run in a two-pass Kelvin probe force mode, where topography is picked up in contact mode or tapping mode during the first pass, and the Kelvin probe signal is acquired during the second pass at a distance from the surface. The system includes a DME Diprowa (digital programmable waveform analyzer). The combination of a lock-in amplifier with a frequency generator and a feedback loop makes the instrument an ideal choice for performing Kelvin probe force measurements with an AFM, where the feedback loop can be used for regulating the bias voltage between a tip and a sample. The resonance frequency of the PtIr probes can be 10–25 kHz. KPFM is depicting the work function or surface potential of electronically conducting materials. Figure 10 shows surface potential scans (raw data) of lanthanum strontium cobaltite (LSC) electrodes on YSZ. LSC is an electronically conducting ceramic material and YSZ is an electron insulator but an ion conductor at elevated temperatures. The measurement was performed at 500 °C. The interpretation of the work function of insulating materials is not straightforward, but the demonstration shows that stable images can be obtained and that there is a clear contrast between the two materials. Further detailed analysis of such high temperature KPFM data on ion and/or electron conducting materials still remains.

IV. CONCLUSION

For demonstration some of the available CAHT2 techniques have been used for relevant SOFC studies such as the investigation of electrochemical properties of cathode micro-electrodes and the process of surface reduction of an anode-like material. Further, other high temperature techniques have been demonstrated. The potential of these types of measurements to elucidate surface processes and study mechanisms is great as it can access locations at a scale not available with any other method and perform various measurements at in operando conditions.

CAHT2 is a unique and versatile instrument that can perform in situ and in operando studies of surface phenomena induced by high temperatures (up to ~850 °C) and a reactive gas atmosphere by locally probing the topographical, electrical, and electrochemical properties. Both local measurements in selected points and the lateral variation of parameters can be explored with a submicron resolution despite thermal noise and drift as it can show details in conductance images down to submicron level at the present development stage.
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